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"All voting is a sort of gaming, like checkers
orbackgammon, with a slight moral tinge to it,
a playing with right and wrong, with moral
questions; and betting naturally
accompanies it."
—Henry David Thoreau
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Campus rope decreases, concern increases
)Hilary Johnson
Staff Writer
Last year, an unknown man
grabbed a female student in the
breezeway between Smith and
University Halls. Pulling her
around the corner of the building,
he proceeded to force her to the
ground. Kicking and screaming
the student escaped and quickly
called security.
In the same year, one student
brought a sexual assault case before the Honor Court.
These two occurences are the
entire extent of the offic ml records
for sexual assault and rape on
campus for the 1991-1992 school
year, but does this tell the whole
tnith?
Todd Badham, Director of Security Services, feels that the UPS
community can rely on the information as a close to accurate assessment of the sexual assault and
rape problem at UPS.
"I have no numbers to back up
this feeling, but I feel confident in
saying that predatory rapes-had
they occurred-would have been
reported," said Badham.
With the number of "stranger"
rapes on campus considered low,
a far more common type of sexual
violence remains unaccounted for
acquaintance rape.
The counseling center's system
ofkeeping records helps very liule
in gaining an estimation. In the
fall of 1991, six counseling sessions were held in response to
sexual assault. However, the sessions could represent six different
incidents or the same incident

being discussed six times.
Though informational programs
such as 'When Hello Gets Out Of
Hand" provide useful education
on this issue, many students allow
themselves to let their guard down
because they so rarely hear of
rape incidents.
"One rape is too many," said
Badham. "It's not a quantitative
thing. People should always keep
their personal safety in mind regardless of where they are. The
biggest reason crime happens is
that people have that feeling that

this is a safe place."
Tom Amorose, Associate Dean
of Students, decided this year that
the UPS community could benefit from having at least a rough
estimate of how often sexual assault happens on campus, "just to
remind [the students] that [rape]
does, in fact, happen."
Amorose has implemented a
new plan for getting some statistics this year. All cases of rape or
sexual assault reported to security, brought before the Honor
Court, reported to the counseling
center or heajth services, and even

campus rumor will be compiled
and published at the end of the
spring semester.
Amorose also plans to initiate
follow-ups to 'When Hello Get's
Out Of Hand" that will continue
year-round. Ideally, these programs will give the University a
chance to research some of the
contributing factors to sexual assault on campus as well as inform
thestudents. Thesefactors include
attitudes toward sexuality and
misconceptions about rape held
by the student body.
"One thing that I think is really
important is that we understand
the environmental contributors to
acquaintance rape," said
Amorose. " In addition to looking
at issues related to the assailant,
and issues related to the
victim ... we should also concentrate on discovering factors in a
campus environment that might
lead to sexual assault."
Aniorose has also set goals to
publish a brochure for staff and
faculty explaining how to respond
to a student reporting a sexual
assault, and to revise and clarify
the protocol involved with sexual
assault hearings by the end of this
school year.
Programs such as last Friday's,
"Campus Responses to Sexual
Assault: Education, Prevention
and Treatment: a conference for
students and professionals" keep
the issue in the foreground. UPS
hosted the conference which representatives from colleges all over
the Northwest attended, serving
as an exchange of ideas for programs that would further aware-
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Rape: a looming fear at UPS?

ness. The subjects of the presentation ranged from 'The Development and Implementation of a
Campus Protocol to Respond to
Sexual Assault" to"Working with
the Long Term Effects of Sexual
Assault."
Assistant Director of Residential Programs Scott Sand, who
gave a presentation on Friday entitled "Men's Roles in Rape Pre-

vention" along with Donn
Marshall from the UPS Counseling Center, invited all campus
males to view a film on that same
subject last Tuesday, explaining
that women are too often expected
to carry the burden of rape alone.
They hoped to spark further interest in educating men on what their
responsibilities are.

'Anonymous gift" brings new
weight room to campus
Ujon Wolfer
Staff Writer
UPS President Susan Parr has
listened to students, and has delivered on theirrequests fora new
exercise facility and additional
weight lifting equipment to be
installed at the beginning of next
semester.
"Since my arrival at the University, I have had a great many conversations with students who expressed the hope that the University could provide an exercise faciity on campus," Parr said.
Apparently, Parr talked with a
friend who seemed enthusiastic
about the needs for an improved
weight room and exercise facility. The friend, who on request
will remain anonymous , has given
the school a substantial financial
gift which will be used to purchase new equipment and exercise machines.
"I agreed that creating such a

facility would be beneficial for
the student body at large," said
Parr. "I am pleased to announce
that because of the generosity of
this anonymous person, we will
be able to create this facility."
This new fitness area, located in
the lobby of the Tennis Pavilion,
will include three new Stair-masters, three additional Wind-master exercise bikes and the Cybex
strength system, a Nautilus-type
machine which, according to Dr.
Richard Ulrich, Director of Athletics, is "one ofthe top ofthe line
strength and conditioning machines around."
Also included in the donation
will be the replacement of some
older items, such as free weights,
with newer ones. According to
Parr, the transformation of the
weight room and exercise facility
will be complete before the beginning of the second semester.

see GIFT page 4
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Student groups
encourage alcohol
awareness
"See Dick drink
See Dick drive
See Dick die
Don't be a Dick
Don't drink and drive"

C)By Erika Konopka
Assistant News Editor

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week will proceed as the Student Health
Awareness Club and the Health l4ouse unite
to educate the university on alcohol abuse.
"This week is set aside for different campuses to do something and build awareness," said Deborah Chaplin, president of
the Student Health Awareness Club. "We
chose to give Out information and to display the car."
Shown at the Tacoma Mall last month,
the Tacoma Fire Department agreed to
allow the car to be exhibited in front of the
SUB throughout the week. Evident from
the damage, this car was actually the result
of a drunk driving incident involving two
intoxicated inhabitants of the vehicle. They
hit a tree and upon impact, crushed the
windshield causing critical injury to both
the driver and the passenger.
"The car is out there to make a statement
and to make the students think twice by
seeing what can happen," said Chaplin,
"We're not trying to preach to students that
they shouldn't drink because that would be
impossible, but we are trying to relate to
them the long-and short-term effects of
drinking," said Chaplin.
In addition to the emphasis on drunk
driving, the organization is also trying to
increase awareness of the harmful effects
of alcohol socially as well as physically.
Early next week, there will be a seminar
on alcoholism featuring two recovering
alcoholics, one a UPS student, who will
talk about their experiences in Alcoholics
Anonymous and getting through the disNationwide, careless alcohol consump-
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Deborah Chaplin, president of the Student Health Awareness club, stands beside a mangled heap of metal, product of a drunken stupor.

tion has become an increasing problem as
approximately 140 million Americans consume alcohol and of this an estimated 14
million are alcoholics.
Closer to home, nearly 85 percent of all
college students say they have been intoxicated at least once and over half of all teen
pregnancies have been linked to alcohol.
"Drinking and driving is stupid," said
MeffissaDispaltro, aUPS student. "If they're
sensible about drinking, I don'trea]ly care."
Todiscowagedrinhnganddriving,Washington has cracked down on violators. A
person is considered legally drunk when his
blood alcohol level reaches .10. The first
time aperson is caughidrinking and driving,
a minimum of24 hoursjail time and fmes of
$400-$ 1600 are assessed. On the second
offense a jail term of seven days is minimum
and fines raise from $800-$3200 and with
the third offense within five years, the jail
sentence remains and a license can be revoked for up to two years.
All of these laws are designed to discourage drinking and driving, but the open contamer law also ensures that alcohol cannot
be consumed or open in a moving vehicle.

The first Freshman Hall fundraiser results for Janai (sponsored by
Pizza Time) are in.

October 11-18

Pizzas per Person
Pizzas
jJj
People per Hall
.15
27
182
AlL
.20
17
84
Harrington
.8
11
Seward/Langlow 146
.8
8
97
Phibbs
.1
8
79
Register
.09
10
112
Todd
.06
5
77
University
We still have till Nov. 29. There's lots o' time left! Janai gets 50
cents per pizza and the winning hall gets 25 free pizzas. So far we
have raised $43 and we can do better, so keep going. Questions call
Jeremy x4203.

Get ready for the College Bowl!
iJBy Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer

Crimes on Campti

.
,

October 14 through October 21
15 Oct., 10:20 a.m.: A staff member reported the theft of her unattended purse
from an unlocked office in the Student Union Building.
17 Oct., 8:05 p.m.: Two students reported to Security they were "tricked" out of
$25.00 each by a suspect they encountered near the Student Union Building. The
suspect, described by the victims as a Black Male in his 30's wearing a purple
"Husky" stocking cap, offered for sale a camcorder and computer. The suspect
accompanied the students to the Spanish Hills Apartment complex where the
students were asked for a $50.00 deposit to view the equipment. The suspect left
with the money and did not return. The incident was reported to the Tacoma Police
Department.
18 Oct., 4:02 p.m.: Security Staffresponded to a report of a flint smoke smell in
the basement of the Student Union Building. It was discovered that an unknown
suspect stuffed paper in a hole in the lower east door and lit it. The Tacoma Fire
Departmentresponded and assisted Security in extinguishing the smoldering paper
inside the door.
19 Oct., 5:55 a.m.: Security spoke with two students near Phibbs Hall who were
carrying open containers of alcohol and pulling on car doors in the area.

***Anyone with information about the incidents reported above is encouraged to
contact Todd Badhain at Security.
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

In two weeks time, this meeting of the
minds will commence on the UPS campus.
The College Bowl, for those of you living
on Arcturus, is a nationally-mn questionand-answer competition.
Teams, consisting of four players and a
captain, compete on a local, regional, and
national level, with a grand prize of a
scholarship.
The competition begins on a local college
level all over the country. The UPS competition will begin in two weeks, on Tuesday,
November 3, in the Rotunda at 7 pm.
The competition is open to any group of
registered students who wish to form a
team. Sign ups may be done at the InformaLion Center in the SUB. An informational
meeting for team captains will be held on
Monday, October26 at 8 pm in the Student
Programs office.
The school competitions will pittwo teams
againsteachother, untilaround-robinelimination has determined school champion.
From there, the winning team goes to a
regionalNorthwestchampionship with representatives from about 15 colleges. There
are approximately twenty differentregional
competitions from all over the country.
The winners of a regional championship
then go on to the national level, with the
questionsbecoming successively more dif-

fictilL
The competition takes place in the standard question-and-answer format. A question will be asked with either team having a
chance to answer the question as quickly as
possible. A correct answer is worth 10
points to a team, and gives the team an
opportunity to answer a bonus question
worth ten, twenty or thirty points. After a
predetermined number of questions have
been asked, the team with the mostpoints is
declared the winner.
Mike DeArmey, CollegeBowl coordinator for UPS, said that he thought this year
UPS has a "good chance" of going to the
national competition. He also stated that
this year the College Bowl Northwest regional may take place on the UPS campus.
"About four years ago, UPS had a team go
to nationals," said DeArmey. "This year
players are putting together specialized
teams, which is good in the competition
because it covers a wider spread of knowledge."
The national competition will take place
in April, during the week of the 2nd through
the 6th. The location has not yet been disclosed, however, inprevious years, the cornpetition has often taken place in Florida.
If you have a team that you would like to
sign up, you may do so at the Information
Office in the SUB. Call Mike DeArmey if
you have any questions, at 756-3150 or
761-1691.
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Getairy
h
and get wild with Rock the Green Vote
(JBy Sarah Hynes
Staff Writer

Come Rock the Green Vote on Friday,
October23 in the Great Hall. This concert
to promote voter participation among students will feature local alternative bands
Sadhappy, Hungry Crocs, Chubby Chilthen and UPS's own The Undecided. Cost
is $10 to the general public, $5 with UPS
ID.
Friday's concert is being sponsored by
ASUPS, 107.7 "The End" and Earth Activists in conjunction with this weekend's
environmental film festival.
"We decided that instead of competing
with each other, we'd combine causes,"
saysAndrew Pritchard, DirectorofASUpS
Concerts. "I thought the two events would
mesh really well."
The objective of the concert is to raise
awareness about the importance of voting.
Pritchard is organizing the concert because
he feels it is important to get students to
vote.
"Voter apathy is a big problem in our age

group," Pritchard said.
Some statistics state that as many as 20%
of college students do not vote.
"I want to encourage people to get people
outthereandvotebecausetheirvotescount,"
said Pritchard. 'We've beenpuizing around
too long. I'm tiredof hearing students bitch
and moan about how bad things are and not
do anything about it.
Local radio station 107.7, The End, is
sending down DJ Bill Reid to host the
event. Earth Activists will also have booths
set up to help educate voters on the candidates they will be voting for. And of course
there will be T-shirts and potters for sale.
Pritchard expressed some concern that
many Greek students may not attend since
they will be having formal functions Friday
night. He urges the Greek houses to incor porate the concert into their functions somehow. "Prefunk. Don't bring your bottles to
the show," he said.
"To all intents and purposes they [the
students] have already paid for half their
ticket anyway," says Pritchard. He's right;
ASUPS can offer such a discount to Sm-

Sadhappy (above) will play with the Hungry Crocs, Chubby Children and The Undecided.

dents because the ticket price is subsidized
with part of the money we've already paid
in activity fees.
Pending for next semester are gameshow,
"Make Me Laugh," The Posies and Alice in
Chains. All three are in the planning stages
at this point but Pritchard is optimistic that
they will solidify.
Tickets are available at the information
center, atTicketmasterbyphone (628-0888)
or at the door.
"Get hairy, get wild, thrash about," says
Pritchard. "Get fucking insane and cruise
on down to the show."

The Hungry Crocs

Campus hosts Environmental Film Festival
IBy Sarah Hynes
Staff Writer/Goddess

"For Love of a Planet," an environmental
film festival, will be held this weekend,
October 23-25, in the Rotunda. The free
festival will feature environmentally oriented films, speakers and entertainment.
With increasing interest in the environmental crisis of our planet, many film makers have been inspired to make films which
educate audiences about the environment.
Several of these films addressing issues
including agriculture, ecoracism and Northwest forests will be presented at the festival.
Based on the concept of the Colorado
Film Festival, "For Love of a Planet" has
been a year in the making.
"We had originally planned it to be last
April,butsince then it's grown and grown,"
said festival coordinator Jennie Jaeger.
Friday has been deemed Children's Day.
According to Jaeger nearly 300 area 4th6th graders will attend films and discussions throughout the day. Saturday's film
topics include toxics, the atmosphere,
ecoracism and agriculture, while Sunday's
films will focus on the Pacific Northwest's
own environmental plight.

"Audience participation and discussion is
the focus of the festival. Our goal is to
present issues through films and then to
offer a balanced forum where all angles of
the forum can be discussed," Jaeger said.
Discussion between audienceand leaders
educated on the specific topic will follow
each screening. The main objective is to
stimulate audience interaction and awareness.
Discussion leaders will include professionals in the community, representatives
from environmental groups such as the
Sierra Club and students from local univer sities. Jaeger hopes the discussion forums
will bring the film topics into tangible perspective by applying them to life in the
Pacific Northwest.
Although the festival is taking place at the
University ofPuget Sound, organizers siress
that it is an event for community members
as well as students. Environmental groups
from other campuses as well as the Sierra
Club and Tacoma Audubon Society are
expected to attend.
Jaeger urges the importance of community involvement to make such an event
successful.
So come one, come all the the environmental film festival this weekend. Come,
"For the Love of a Planet"... it's free!

PM VE ft©W © L R&E1flU g schedule of events
Friday October 23: Children's Day
12:30-2:30 pm

mm)
A boy dumps a green blob into a stream.
This film asks where does water come from
and where does it go?

Rock the Green Vote Concart!!fl

warming and the effect our industries and
lifestyles have on the earth's atmosphere.

Saturday October 24
10:00am
TOXICS

Gaia (45 mm)
A theory which describes the earth as a
living, connected system.

8:00 pm

Journey of the Blob (10

(12 min)
Shows the 3-R's of waste management
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
Recycling is Fun!

mm)
A black hole appears on the landscape
that seemingly swallows all waste ... until
one day a white hole appears and it all
comes back. This animated film shows that
there is no "away" in throwing away.
The White Hole (10

mm)
This film illustrates the essential part trees
play in our lives and in the life of the planet.
Replanting the Tree of Life (20

Cleaning up Toxics at Home (25 mm)
This film gives simple, practical advice
on reducing pollution from toxic we use
daily.

mm)
An innovative look at ways businesses
can use a variety of solutions to comply
with increasingly strict environmental regulations.
Cleaning up Toxics in Business (25

1:00pm
ATMOSPHERE
Once and Future Planet (23 mm)

A concise, comprehensive look at global

3:00pm
ECORACISM
Chemical Valley (60 min)
Explores the issues of job blackmail, racism and the citizens' right to know and act.

6:00pm
AGRICULTURE

(28 min)
This film examines the difference between organic farming and agribusiness.
Looldngfor Organic America

(26 mm)
A concise explanation of the importance
of genetic diversity in the world's food
supply. Examines growth of multinational
corporations and calls for conservation of
genetic resources.
Seeds

Food For Thought (28 min)

A lookat the environmental consequences
of the meat-centered diet.
8:00pm
Rick Bunch, former executive director
of WashPIRG

Sunday October 25
1:00pm
FORESTS
War oft/ic Woods (60 mm)
This film follows the Northwest's conflict over the forests while presenting all
sides of this complex issue.

3:00pm
OCEANS
The Challenge ofthe Coast (60 mm)
This film looksat thedevelopment, pollution and erosion that threaten both human
and marine life.

6:00pm
RAIN FORESTS
The Temperate Rain Forest (16 mm)
Examines the ecology of our coastal rain
forest in the Pacific Northwest.
On the Edge oft/ic Forest (23 mm)
Set in Western Australia, this film calls
for respect for the Earth's forests. It shows
the complexecology oftherain forest which
depends on its thin mantle of topsoil.

8:00pm
Musical Guest Catya Chorover, folk

singer and acoustical guitarist; in the Cellar.
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UPS finds media directors for KUPS and the Trail
fBy Erika Konopka
Assistant News Editor

Michel Rocchi (foreign lang), Deborah Smith (business) and Jim ua
(religious life) in a knock down all out debate on the pTsidenti
candidates. Sponsored by members ofthe ReidentiaI Progi ams Comuni
Coordinator Staff, the teachers are sure to raise quality concerns.

HABITAT from page 1
Events this week include"Take Over," an
affordable housing documentary, Thursday, October22 at 7:30 in SUB 202, as well
as the closing ceremony and shanty teardown Friday at noon in the SUB Plaza
where Mayor Vialle of Tacoma will speak.
Wednesday's open forum basically served
to educate those in attendance about
Habitat's history and mission.
Started sixteen years ago by Millard and
Linda Fuller, Habitat has grown and now
has chapters in over 700 towns, cities and
counties across the country.
"We are the sixty-second largest builder
of houses in the United States," said Lewis.
"Statistics do not tell stories though, they
only show the magnitude of the movement."
Also present was Ginny Porterfield, who
has been with Habitat since it started.
Porterfield told numerous stories about
families, bringing to life the local people
Habitat has helped to house.
She recalled one instance where eleven
people were living in a two-bedroom shack
off the freeway in Fife. Tacoma's Habitat
group took the family out of the shack and
was able to house them. "It was a real
privilege to be a part of," Porterfield said.
Volunteers range from senior citizens, 83
being the oldest, all the way down to high
school students. Both Lewis and Porterfield
spoke of the need for volunteers emphasizing the gratification of this type of work.
"We're just taking care of one problem,"
says Porterfield. "Families come to us with
a bundle of other problems."
She is currently looking for volunteers to
help tutor the children of families in the
program. Housing is only one problem these
families must face.

GIFT from page 1
In total, the gift to the University will be
worth over $40,000, according to Dr. Ulrich.
ASUPS Senators Deanna Wagner and
Ray Mineau had submitted a proposal to
the Budget Task Force earlier that would
have requested the same types of equipment. The new and improved facility, if
approved, would nothavebeen constructed
until next year.
"I'm pleased," said Mineau. "That's exactly what we had wanted, and we can get
the facility without the hassle of having to
go through the Budget Task Force."
Mineau saw this as the beginning of a new
era at UPS, who noted that the arrival of
President Parr would perhaps encourage
more alumni donations.
"This donation is a sign that we will be
getting more support from alumni than we
had received in the past, especially in regards to improved athletic facilities and
equipment," said Mineau.
The gift will not cover all the needs of the
weight room, such as more squat and military press racks, but it is a start in the right
direction. As Mineau stated, "This is the
beginning of something great."

With the resignation of Bill Marchese this
fall, the search for a replacement media
advisor has temporarily come to a close.
"Because he left so suddenly, there was
not ample time to find a permanent, fulltime advisor," said Assistant Dean of Students Henry Johnson.
As a result of this crunch for time, the
DOS and representatives from the ASUPS
Media Board set out to find two separate
part-time advisors. The result of this process was Pauj Morgan, the print media
advisor, and Dale Bundrant, the radio media advisor.
"We hope to ultimately hook up the media advisor with the newswriting instructor
position," said Johnson.
Early in November, the English department will decide whether or not the
newswriting classwill continuetobe taught.
If so, the DOS would like to see someone
teach the class and serve as a permanent
print media advisor.
In this situation, a part-time, yet permanent, radio advisor would be hired.
"Ultimately, this situation would benefit
the students because we would have two
competent advisors; however, this position
is funded by DOS and ASUPS so any
changes will be fully discussed and an
agreement will be made between DOS and
ASUPS," said Johnson.
This semester's print media advisor, Paul
Morgan, is in charge of all print media
including The Trail, Tamanawas,
Crosscurrents andPhoto Services, and helping to keep KUPS in line is Dale Bundrant.
"I want to serve as a professional resource
for the editors of the Trail, Tamanawas and
Crosscurrents and to help publicly show-

Did You love "Prelude & Passages" or
"Transfer Gateways"?
Do you crave excitement, good times,
new friends, and a challenge?
Would you like to lead new students
through Orientation next year?

An Orientation
Leader position
may be for you.
Come to the Info Meeting and
find out what it's all about
4

Orientation Leader
Information Meeting
Wednesday, Oct. 28
8 p.m.
McIntyre 003

There are no small
victories in the fight
against heart disease.
American Heart
Association

W

case the energy and talents of the students
serving as staff," said Morgan.
Educated at Louisiana State University
with a bachelor's and master's degree in
journalism, Morgan has been teaching in
variouspositionssince 1978. Priortoteaching, Morgan's professional experience includes PR positions at such companies as
Shell Oil Company and Bank of America.
Most recently, Morgan teaches public reIntions and journalism at Pacific Lutheran
University.
As a member of the Public Relations
Society and other organizations, Morgan
prides himselfon his experience and ties in
the mediafield, and hopes to share some his
knowledge with students interested in pursuing careers in media or public relations.
"When I came to KUPS it was left without
an advisor, but it does have an excellent
general manager, the scheduling has been
stabilized, the music is excellent, and there
is a great staff," said Bundrant.
Born in Detroit, Michigan, Bundrant has
lived inTacoma for the past eight years, and
has been involved in radio announcing and
program advisors for university and private
radio stations since 1962. Currently he
works as a broadcaster for KPLU.
Because his position is tentatively temporary, Bundrant's main goal is to provide
and maintain continuity within KUPS, but
his ambitions go further.
"Community radio should communicate
the wants and needs of a community, more
than just with music," said Bundrant.
He would also like to see an increase in
listenership and more KUPS involvement
in the campus community to keep them
informed.
"Student-created radio theater has been a
dream for me and I'd love to see programs
like this here at UPS ," said Bundrant.

Melissa at x3365 or stop by SUB
for more info

lot of campus rapes start here.

Whenever there's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand. So it's
no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
But you should know that under any circumstances, sex without the
other person's consent is considered rape. A felony, punishable by
prison. And drinking is no excuse.
That's why, when you party, it's good to know what your limits are.
You see, a little sobering now can save you from a big problem later.
01990 Rape treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital
A public service announcement of The Trail.
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Glenngarry' captures perfectly the life of the two -bit salesman
IIBy John Tocher
A&E Editor

Two things you should know before I
start the review.
First: Ifeel very inadequate aboutwriting
a review for Glenn garry Glenn Ross. This
is not how I feel about most movies. But
there is so much subtlety at work in this film
that I missed, I feel like a magic trick
flashed before my eyes and I never blinked.
This movie is quite simply a work of art.
The only thing I can do is dissect the parts:
the acting, the directing, the screenplay.
All are perfect. Perfect. That means that
if you changed an inflection, changed a
camera angle, changed a word, you would
only change the film for the worse.
But through dissection, though, you miss
how all three of these areas interlQck. The
stylized dialogue makes the actors brilliant,
the directing makes the dialogue fit, and the
acting is what makes sense out of the directing choices. By cutting this film up, you
take its life.
Second: This summer, I sold vacuum
cleaners. I'm not proud of it. But I can
speak with authority about what professional salesmen are like. How they behave,
how they talk, how they move. So I will say
again: this movieprecisely captures the life
of the two-bit salesman.
And now, the review.
Glenngarry GlennRossis a small story. It
takes place in less than 24 hours. It barely
steps beyond the New York office of a
rinky-dink real estate branch and the Asian
restaurant across the street. Nobody dies.

What it is, though, is a different world.
And you're sucked in right through the end
credits. You will meet desperate men who
have no income as you and I know it. They
live on the ulcer-nursing system of commission. If itcomes, you're a king fora day.
If it don't, you're nothing and it's your
fault.
There are no women. If you have time,
which you won't, you can try to call your
wife, who's already tired of broken promises and doesn't understand why you're
working day and night for that next contact
you know is gonna be the big sale. That is,
if the customer doesn't cancel it later.
You're constantly selling. Earnestly, but
with the same pitch you've been using five
times a day for years. You're selling when
you talk to your friends. You wouldn't
know how to stop if you tried. You have no
morals, no ethics, no taste. You are social
Darwinism at its best. Sell or die.
Alec Baldwin blusters into the office at
the start of the film to announce a contest
for the four salesmen. Whoever sells the
most Arizona property at the end of the
month wins a Cadillac. Whoever comes in
second gets a set of steak knives. Third

place gets fired. No more complaints about
bad leads. Real salesmen can sell to anybody. People who close deals will get the
good leads, the Glenngarry leads, a stack of
pink cards wrapped in a golden ribbon.
After belittling them with his disproportionate income, which is a pep talk to a
salesman, he leaves, never to be seen again.
Jack Lemmon plays Shelley Levine, an
aging salesman with perhaps too much heart.
He sputters his pitch feebly, but has the
tenacity to keep trying until he fmds a
buyer. I had never thought much of Jack
Lemmon before this film, but I'm convinced he had to do at least two weeks of
field research before pulling off this role.
Al Pacino is Ricky Roma, the smoothest
one in the group. With aguy like Ricky, you
don'teven know he's trying to sell you until
you're putting down the pen. If you can
believe it, Pacino is also the best-looking
guy on the crew.
The other two salesmen are Moss and
George, played very stylistically by Ed
Harris and Alan Arkin. Moss plans to get
even and get Out by convincing George to
steal the Glenngarry leads and sell them to
another bidder.

Through the film, the mood is brilliantly
set with effects ranging between the obvious and the subliminal. The unrelenting
rain seems to be everywhere. It sizzles
outside, itdrums on the window, it clings to
the faces of the crew as they come in.
On the subliminal level, you might notice
among the flood of red and blue hues used
throughout the ftm that the walls of the
otticeare blue, and give theplace a depressing air. Or maybe that the subway train
rolls overhead in the background every
timea salesman crosses the street, belittling
his social stature. You end up feeling like
you're sitting in a sad little room full of
Willie Lomans.
The second-to-lastparagraph is traditionally reserved for the criticisms of a really
good film. You might think the dialogue
isn't realistic. Wrong. Believe me, that's
how salesmen talk. Mamet once worked as
a real estate salesman himself before writing his Pulitzer prize-winning play turned
screenplay. It shows. One might think that
it's still trapped by the dimensions of the
stage. Nope. That's what makes it feel so
desperately lonely.
In groping for that unifying adjective, I'd
have to choose 'vivid.' I can say with some
certainty that this is the most vivid movie I
have ever seen. More so than Blue Velvet,
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, or even
Akira Kurosawa's Dreams. But this is not
a traditional movie. There is no real climax,
no emotional breakdown, no jaw-dropping
plot twists. Watching this film is like picking up a rock and being mesmerized by all
the little bugs scurrying this way and that.
And you get up real close.

Four rented flicks guaranteed to satisfy the most finicky audience
By John Tocher

McIntyre andMichael Gross, the Dad from
"Family Ties," as militant gun freaks. It's
not Silence of the Lambs, but it's charming,
if nothing else because the characters are
likable.
Favorite Line: "Out cold? Hell, we killed
it! Fuuuuck Y000uuu!"

A&E Editor

,
So yer at Blockbuster, right? That cult
classic you wanted wasn't in and they're
closing the rental shop in about two mmutes ago. What you need is a pocketful of
good, little-known cuitclassics thatnoone's
gonna have seen ten times or otherwise
bitch about. Well, here I am. I've assembled a modest list of some of the most
underrated films of all time. So end your
interminablerental squabbles and say, "Hey,
John-Boy sez, 'check it out." Mind you,
I've seen a lot of really dumb movies, from
Slugs to Rabid Grannies to Howard the
Duck to ... well, I could go on and on. I've
seen each of these enough times to vouch
for their quality (or brilliant lack thereof).

,

o'Clock News") plays the big-ego comethan from hell with insolent brilliance. ("If
you're everfunny in my show again, you're
fired.") Goldblum falls for a pretty young
nurse named KateLemon, played by Emma

an American actor in London who is getting
tired of playing the tall, mute, bop bag in a
hilariously unfunny two-man show. Rowan
Atkinson ("Black Adder," "Not the Nine

Thompson. (Dead Again, Henry V)

Goldblum soon quits/gets fired from the
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The Tall Guy. Jeff Goldblum (the Fly,
Earth Girls are Easy) stars as Dexter King,
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Vintage Quilts
Cutter & Quilt Tops
Fun & Fine Art
Unique Gifts & Cards

(206)761-0409
3701 6th Ave
(Between Union & Proctor)
Tacoma, WA 98406

revue and ends up playing the title role in
"Elephant," a musical adaption of the Elephant Man, complete with a Sondheimian
soundtrack of songs like "Somewhere Up
in Heaven There's An Angel With Big
Ears" and the tender ballad "He's Packing
His Trunk."
FavoriteLine: "Oh, there are lots of names
worse than 'Lemon.' You could be named
'Kilter,' or, or 'Tampon."
Tremors. The isolated desert town of
Perfection is beset by four underground
sand worm. Kevin Bacon (Footloose,JFK)
andFredWard (Remo Williams, Henry and
June) star as two handyman hicks who've
"decided to leave this town one damn day
too late." It's always nice in a horror/suspense film (eyen ifit's a comedy) when the
characters are actually using their heads
rather than do all the dumb cliché things
movie victims do, like walking backwards
around corners, and going into the dark
cellar. It's also fun to watch singer Reba

Infra-Man. You can't miss this one at the
video store. It comes in a big box with a big
red bug-eyed superhero on the cover firing
his eye-beams down at the title. The evil
Dragon-Mom has taken over the city (why
Tokyo, of course) and caused the deaths of
millions of people. With her arsenal of
paper-mache villains and Magic Marker
special effects, she terrorizes the free world.
That is, until a mild-mannered lab assistant
is given a potion that turns him into InfraMan! ! Worth memorizing is the little dance
Infra-Man does every timebefore changing
into costume. One by one, Infra-Man dispatches every minion of the evil DragonMom and ... but I've said to much already.
Favorite Line: "There has been a terrible
earthquake. Ten million people have been
killed." "Oh?"
Fandango. Enough to remind you that
Kevin Costner was a decent actor once
upon a time. Five college buddies, the
"Gmovers," have decided to go on one last
foolish "fandango" before graduation succoeds in splitting them up for good. They
go off on a quest "to go get Dom" which
takes them across the Texan desert and out
the Mexican border. A great road trip film
in any light full of beer, stoned skydiving
instructors, and an attempt to drag a car
with no gas behind a freight train. More
likable characters.
Favorite Line: "Where are we?" "The ass
of nowhere."
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The Wind Ensemble toots their horns
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Sneaky say:
give us a round
of Henry's'
IIBy Pete Burness
Music Reviewer
THE RED DEVILS: King King (Def
American)
Genuine house rockin'-music and slowdown eight-barblues good for drinking beer,
shootin' pool, and a big fat chew. These
guys play rootsy, sloppy blues with a lot of
heartthrough shitty equipment. All of which
adds up to an authentic-sounding recording.
King King contains 12 live cuts of both
original and cover tunes originally by the
likes of Willie Dixon and Junior Wells.
Other obvious influences are Muddy Waters, Freddie King and Howlin' Wolf. The
album was produced by Def American
founder Rick Rubin (Beastie Boys, Danzig,
Red Hot Chili Peppers) but it sounds like he
appropriately left the sound raw and practically untouched. At times the recording is a
little too rough around the edges and might
suggest that the band is covering up flaws.
One major drawback for the band is that the
lead singerlacksthegravelly,wom-outvoice
that gives blues so much of its emotion and
charm. However, he blows a mean harp and
they certainly have the right attitude. The
lyrics cover the standard subjects: women,
moonshine, driving down the Interstate,
gettin' drunk, etc., and much of the music
hints ofabig Stevie Ray Vaughn influence.
(Needless to say the band is lacking a similar
guitar virtuoso). They might also be compared to Jimmy Vaughn's Fab T-birds with
less sap and more slop. Want to know where
Zeppelin came from? Listen to their performance of the Willie Dixon tune "Tail Dragger." Overall, it's a good album (especially
considering their Wonder-Bread heritage)
but nothing spectacular.
RATING: Henry Weinhard's

11

Right before fall break, the Wind Ensemble, conducted by Robert Musser, put on the first of their two pe,formances this year. The
program featured Distorted Images: A Jazz Band's Nightmare by Andrew Boyson Jr., Lincolnshire Posy (based on a collection of
English folksongs) by PercyAldridge Grainger, Scherzo for Band by Gioacchino Rossini . Florentiner March by Julius Fucik, Speil
by Ernst Toch, Elegy for Concert Band (commissioned by West Genesee Senior High Band in 1972) by John Barnes Chance.
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Rumor has it that Piece of Cake was recorded for the amount it took Queensr)che
to record their drums. Unfortunately, it
seems that Mudhoney has turned down or
turned off the Superfuzz and Bigmuff.
Piece ofCake contains little of the brutally
heavy distortion that made Superfuzzi
Bigmuff and mudhoney such classic and
powerful albums. The new album definitely has that unmistakable Mudhoney
sound but the intensity and energy just
isn't there. It sounds a lot like the dlisappointing E.G.B.D.F. in many ways with
occasional flashbacks to previous glory
including, "No End in Sight," "Suck You
Dry," and the jammin' instrumental"Youth
Body Expression Explosion" which lasts
all of 1:59. Throwaways include "When in
Rome," "Let Me Let You Down," and

their own. Instead, they borrow from the
likes of Buffalo Tom, Screaming Trees,
Soundgarden, Rush, Goo Goo Dolls,
FUGAZI and Mother Love Bone.
"Crepitus" and 'Pill Bug" are really good
tunes and others like "Shit Thick" could be
good ifthey had less flash and more energy

CARNIVAL ART: Welcome to Vas
Liegas (Beggar's Banquet)
What do you know, another power-pop
band with lots o' potential. Unfortunately,
Carnival Art has not quite reached their
potential with Welcome to VasLiegas. The
band writes goodtunes but comes across as
a bit stale because they lack an identity of
L?ATIM; S'STFM

1 - Schmidt
2 - Bud
3 - Henry Weinhard's
4 - Full Sail Ale
5 - Pete's Wicked Ale

but the rest are nothing special. Look for
good things to come from these guys in the
future, but until then listen for possible
airplay of the choice cuts on KUPS.
RATING: Henry's Dark (a little bitter)
NOTE: BE SURE TO LISTEN TO "ADVANCED RADIO" WITH SNEAKY
AND SLY. WED. 10-12 PM.

JAPAN EXCHANGE
& TEACHING
"JET1 PROGRAM

MUDHONEY: Piece of Cake (Reprise)

Before Pearl Jam ... before Nirvana ... even
before Mother Love Bone ... there was
Mudhoney. The godfathers of grunge are
back with their major label debut Piece of
Cake. Mudhoney is widely recognized as
one of the most significant Seattle bands of
the late 80's and the early 90's. After spending their entire career on the indy label Sub
Pop, and saving the company from going
under with last year's release of Every Good
Boy Deserves Fudge, the boys have finally
made the jump to a major label. Despite a
much bigger budget this time around the
band didn't bother spending too much time
or money on production. They left the sound
raw and sloppy, just the way they wanted it.

"Thirteenth Floor Opening." The album
could also do without the four irritating
half-minute intros scattered throughout.
Mudhoney will never approach the glory
they achieved with "You Got It" or "Touch
Me I'm Sick" but I have no doubt that they
are capable of putting out another great
album. If they had taken a little more time
to put together a couple more really solid
tunes like those on the post-E.GBD.F.
single"Letit Slide" I'm sure the new album
would have been up there with SuperfuzzI
Bigmuff and mudhoney.
RATING: Henry Weinhard's

18 daytime hrs/week at a Tacoma
prenatal clinic. Mm. requirements:
one year experience in a health
promotion/disease prevention project
& one upper level course in research
design. Also required: ability to keep
track of details, communicate
effectively with clinic staff and
patients, work independently. Salary
approx. $1150/mo. Please send
resume for receipt by Oct. 26 to:

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
• Qualifications: American dtizen, under
35 years of age, in principle, earned a
B.A. degree by 8/93.
• Position begins: August 1993.
• Salary: V3,600,000 approximately.
• Benefits: Air fare, housing assistance.
S Application deadline: December 15, 1992.

Please contact:
Consulate General of Japan
601 Union, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 224-4374
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It's all happening at the zoo
UBy Steve Zaro
Staff Writer

A dictionary will tell you that a zoo is "A
collection of living animals for public display." This description tells you nothing
about zoos, but technically they are right.
What fun would a collection of dead animals be? Maybe if we could go to zoos,
jump into their "habitats" and kill the animals ourselves like Mutual of Omaha gone
bad... but I digress. Yes, a zoo is a collection of animals for our display, but what
makes one zoo better than another? Go to
the Point Defiance Zoo and Aquarium and
find out.
The zoo, located at the end of Pearl St. in
PointDefiance Park, was originally founded
in 1905 and recently received a "number
one" rating from the Humane Society, so
the animals are alive, wel1-fed and happy.
The B.B.C., also impressed with our local
zoo, rated it "one of the top ten zoos in the
world." These are impressive statistics, but
what really makes the zoo so great? I went
to find out for myself.
The first thing that struck me as unique
about this zoo was its size. It was small.
Zoos are usually so large that you end up
just picking out the few choice animals you
want to see instead of seeing all the variety
the zoo has to offer. You won't find that

dilemma here. The zoo is not a cluster of
paths that simply lead to cages. It puts you
into an environment. Zoo officials will tell
you that it may be small, but it is a giant in
it's approach to animal management and
habitat.
The zoo's design succeeds in givingyou
the feeling you are in the animal's habitat.
From polar bears to beluga whales to the
tmpical fish in their aquarium you experience the animals in environments, that are
very close to the actual environments the
animals would be in in the wild. This is
good for people who avoid zoos because
they find seeing animals behind bars depressing. Few of the areas have bars and
you see the animals close-up as they do
their thing, not miles away like other zoos.
The majority of the animals are from
colder climates, so visiting it in the fall and
winter months you will find the animals
more active and easier to view. (I found
them especially active if they hear you
crumple a food wrapper.) This time of the
year there are also smaller crowds. The zoo
also has a special shark exhibit, "Sharks:
The Survivors."
The zoo's regular hours are lOam to 4pm
and admission is $5.75 for adults and $4.00
dollars for children. There are no student
discounts unless your professor calls ahead.

C-
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Elephants are one of the many animals you can find at the fun-filled Point Defiance 1:
andAquarium. Just last year the zoo created a new environmentfor these lucky elephan
called The Elephant House. The Trail likes elephants a lot.

Another exc(c&1, compilation from the A&E mailbox...

What to do and. where to go for the famous Weekend -After- Fall Bre4
EBy John Tocher
A&E Editor

I would just like to say that this past
weekend, October 16-19, has been officially confirmed as the dullest weekend to
saunter onto the campus of the former
University ofParties and Sex. Anyone with
acar left town. Anyone underage and without a fake I.D. rented Curly Sue or something and ordered pizza. Nothing was going on. Nothing. Even Campus Films had
the weekend off. There was a Wind Ensemble Concert on Friday and that's it.
Desperate for something to do, for some
event to write up, I looked through the
towering stacks ofjunk mail people send
the A&E Editor in hope of catching his
publicity-spreading attention. Not one
thing. To be fair, the Nordic Heritage Muscum had something, but I couldn't get up
to Ballard on short notice.
The opposite, of course, is true for this
weekend. No, I don't mean I have a ride to
theNordic HeritageMuseum, I mean there's
a veritable bevy of schtuffto do in the next
handful of days. So, just to be thorough,
here's the low-down on what's going on
during what will be the famous Weekend
after Fall Break.
Thursday, October 22.

*To getyou in the mood, writer, manager
and recovering addict Danny Sugerman
will be giving a lecture at Kilworth at 8
p.m. on how he bottomed-out after friend
Jim Morrison's death and lost everything
to a $400.00-a-day heroin habit. Sugerman

willbediscussing his new book Wonderland
Avenue, which follows his famous No One
Gets Out ofHere Alive. Admission is $2.
*Johnny Moses and Vi Hilbert of the
Seattle Storytellers Guild tell stories from
the first people of Puget Sound from 7-9
p.m. Where else but the Nordic Heritage
Museum in Ballard, 3014 NW 67th st. Admission is $3 student, $5 general.
Friday, October 23
*The Rock the Green Vote concert, hosted
by The End's own Bill Reid will feature
Sadhappy, the Hungry Crocs, Chubby Chilthen and the Undecided performing at 8 pm
in the Great Hall. Brought to you by KNDD
107.7 FM, ASUPS Concerts, and Earth Activists. Tickets available at the Info Center
and at the door. $10 general, $5 student.
*Tenor Tom Goleeke and Richard Fuller
on fortepiano will perform one of Franz
Schubert's greatest works, "Die Schone
Mullerin" ("The Beautiful Miller Maid") at
8 p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall. Goleeke is
a Puget Sound professor and Fuller is a
fortepianist from Austria. Admission is $6
general, $4 student. Call 756-3329 for ticketa.
Saturday, October 24

*stay home, relax, do some reading, pee
on some hallucinogenic mushrooms growing in Todd Field. The SUB will be offering
fniit fritters and mac & cheese at lunch, beef
stroganoff (with noodles), pork chops, and
assorted vegetables for dinner. As always at
The Trail, we recommend you pay cash, if at
all.
Sunday, October 25

SEAHCH 'IIfORMAflON

LMgest Ubrary dr IntormatIon in U.S.
19,278 TOFfC. - ALL SUBJECTS

Ocder Cata'og Toda, with Visa /MC or COD

On 800-351-0222
Or, rush $2.00to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

*Don't miss the Tacoma Art Museum's
Family Day. This month, the TAM spansors 'Sunsets and Ghosts: A Halloween
Storytelling Workshop,' featuring renowned professional storyteller Tom Galt,
who will lead visitors on a fantasy journey
through the wild west, beginning at 1 p.m.
Costumes are encouraged. Regular adinission.
*Tenor Tom Goleeke and fortepianist
Richard Fuller will perform another one of
Franz Schubert's greatest works, "Die
Winterreise" ("The Winter Journey") at 4
p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall. Goleeke is a
UPS pmfessor and Fuller is a fortepianist
from Austha. Admission is free.
*Md of course the activity mecca, the
Nordic Heritage Museum, will have more
storytelling. Gene Friese, Dawn Kuhiman
and Camille Wooden of the Seattle Storytellers Guild tell Halloween stories at 2
p.m. 3014 NW 67th St., Ballard. Admission
is $5 general, $3 student.
Happening All Weekend
*Tacoma's Holiday Food & Gift Festival
will be held everyday from 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
until Sunday Oct. 25 (10 a.m.-7 p.m.). "It's
five fabulous days of shopping and food
sampling as the Tacoma Dome transforms
into a Grand Holiday Wonderland filled
with over 600 ' displays featuring unique
gifts, gourmet foods and entertainment fun
for the whole family." Admission is $6
general, $4 for seniors and punks, ages 814.
*Md let's not forget the Washington
Potter Association's exhibit "Plates, Cups,

and Bowls," at Kitiredge through October,
Gallery hours are M-F, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. and
Sunday, 14 p.m. Admission is free.
*jpusFiims is playing Patriot Game...
starring Harrison Ford and Anne Arche;.
Shows on Fri. and Sat. at 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Sun. at 6:30 and 8 p.m. Admission is $2
general, $1 student.
*The Neptune Theatre (on the corner of
45th & Brooklyn in Seattle) is premiering
The Tune, an animated feature film by acad
emy award nominee Bill Plympton (En
emies and The Dangers of Kissing) fro'
now until Oct. 29. Nightly shows at 5:3'
7:30,9:30(Fri. lateshowat 1 1:30). Sat. an
Sun. matinees at 1:30 and 3:30 as well. C'
633-5545 for ticket info.
Also, don't miss...

*Bm th er Noland, one of Hawaii's mo
prolific songwriters and composers, w.
make a return appearance to UPS on We.
Oct. 28, at 8 p.m. in the Rotunda. Noland is
credited with pioneering the currept
"Jawaiian" craze in contemporary Pacific
Island music, which is an amalgamation of
Jamaican, Hawaiian and World Beat.
Brought to you by ASUPS Popular Entertainment and Hui-o-Hawaii. Admission is
at the door, $10 general, $6 student. Portions will be donated to the reliefefforts for
Hurricane Iniki.
*Evei.yone's invited to audition forany of
the six student-directed, one-actplays from
5-9 p.m. on Mon. Oct. 26 in the SUB
Boardroom. Pick up an audition packet in
the Theatre Office in Jones 005. Call backs
will be held on Tuesday. No monologue
required, dress casual.
*See the UPS String Orchestra under the
baton of Edward Seferian in Kilworth on
WIlLING TO HOUSE-SiT
Wed., Oct. 28, at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
*The Inside Theatre's costume sale is
Mature couple, reliable with
happening
October 26-30 in SUB 101. If
excellent references.
you're looking for the ingredients for a
475-3751
perfect Halloween costume this is the place
,.,'--

C.
"Students
committed to
community
involvement learn
these lessons
about leadership
and moral
improvement in
manifold ways.
They learn
firsthand from
homeless people,
illiterate people,
children from
single parent
families and
community
leaders how
important their
commitment to
improving the
world both as
students and as
future leaders can
be." David
Dodson, Dean of
Students
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rossing cultural barders

LBy Julie Davidson

to... I've provided her with a role model of
a different course in life."
Created four years ago in response to
Tacoma area children's need for role models, Pearce-Droge said the Kids Can Do!
program "introduces kids to things they
would not normally see ordo," as simple as
a trip to a pumpkin patch or a day spent on
campus.
Smith, who has "always liked being
around kids," brings her child on campus
frequently, treating her to cupcakes on her
birthday orjust helping with schoolwork.
Times shared together are mutually beneficial. Not only do they providea little girl
from a big family with much-needed mdividual attention, they also help Smith "put
things in perspective- probably everyone
could use a little of that," she said, adding
that her college problems often seem trivial
when compared with what her child goes
through.
Kids Can Do! allows college students to
"cross a cultural barrier," said Pearee-Droge.
The culture of poverty, she explained, is
one which mentors usually face for the first
time as they become involved with their
assigned children. She added, "They [mentors] are faced with a lot of different and
difficult circumstances."
Mentors sometimes experience frustration or helplessness as they become closer
to their child and are "exposed to avenues
of life they've never seen before," said
Pearce-Droge.
She recalled incidents where mentors
could not call their assigned children because the family's phones had been discc
nected for failure to pay, and the studer
upset or shocked reactions.
"We take these kinds of things for
granted," Pearce-Droge explained.
As mentors become more familiar with
their child's lifestyle, they develop a special bond that is rewarding for both parties.
"I always hope I'm in touch with her,"

said Smith of her child.
Mentors who do stay in touch with their
children often fmd that even after leaving
the program, "they're a little more stable"
and "distracted from the street life," said
Pearce-Droge.

Logistics. Junior Shay Bright and other
volunteers like her are all too familiar with
the difficulty ofworking out the logistics of
getting people willing to help together with
those asking for help. As an English tutor
and volunteeritcmiter for the Tacoma Cornmunity House, Bright faces this everyday,
and often as an excuse not to get involved.
Started with a four dollar and fifteen cent
endowment from the Home Missions
Agency ofthe MethodistEpiscopal Church,
the Tacoma Community House has been
(I)
- working out logistics for over eighty years
to "create community." The House provides English language training, adult lit. eracy, employment servces, a language
bank, outreach, and above all, volunteer
< training.
Bright spends most of her time at the
Sophomore volunteer Stephanie Saffholm works as an ESL tutor helping a student from
Student Literacy Core where there are two
Cambodia with his English skills.
programs in which students can get involved. The first is English as a Second

Vietnam. The second is Adult Literacy.
This program helps people who already
have their high school diploma, but need to
work on a specific skill, often for a better
job, or people who are studying to take the
GEDtest. .
As an ESL tutor, Bright realizes at every
tutoring session just how vital her services
are, simple as they may seem.
"These are people, refugees and high
school graduates alike, who are struggling
to make a better life for themselves. . . to
gain basic living skills."
When asked about the potential for "cornpassion fatigue," Bright quickly replies that
she "could never imagine not being a tutor," but confesses that there are disappointing moments. The most recent disappointment was when grant funding for a
shuttle bus was not renewed. This shuttle
bus provided volunteers and participants
easy access to the Community House, but

Staff Writer
Blaring sirens and the clattering of feet
downstairs shake the sleep from her slight
frame. She rolls out of bed unaware of the
turmoil which surrounds her. Although she
is only eight,Lizzie holds the responsibility
of preparing herself for school. Mom has
gone to work already, leaving the usual
note and lunch money on the kitchen table.
As Lizzie sits at the table eating her Cap'n
Crunch, the familiar feeling of loneliness
returns.
Scenarios such as this are the all-toocommon realities of life for many innercity children. While caretakers work to put
food on the table, children are left alone to
fend forthemselves. With no one to answer
to, young souls are devalued and made
prime targets for the empty promises of
drugs, crime and street life.
"We can only understand what we've
experienced," said Jacki Pearce-Droge, director of the campus Community Involvement and Action Center.
The Kids Can Do! program aims to bring
mutual understanding to inner-city youth
and University of Puget Sound students
through shared experiences. Student mentors are paired with Tacoma community
children, providing a "strong ally" and "encouragement they [the children] may not
have received before," said Pearce-Droge.
Pearce-Droge stressed that although most
families involved really do care about their
children, she said the fact is that they lack
time to sit down and help with a child's
homework or just talk.
Mentors fill that role by engaging in
monthly activities and a minimum of four
hours individual time per week with their
children, who are ages 7-14.
Junior Jenny Smith has been a mentor to
one child for the past three years, and said,
"I think I can be someone she can look up

The Kids Can Do program "introduces kidr to
Marisa Mane/ce has a close relationship with i

I
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Students aid Tacoma kids
through Push/Excel tutoring
By Michele Whitehead
Staff Writer

would not normally see or do," said program director Jacki Pearce-Droge. Student mentor
o she has been with for over a year.

In sum, the Kids Can Do! program"makes
you feel good that you're doing something
for the community," said Smith.
Students wishing to become involved with
Kids Can Do! can do so by visiting the
Community Involvement and Action Cen-

ter, located in room 221 of the Student
Union Building. Males are especially encouraged to apply due to the present lack of
mentors for young boys, but there is a child
waiting for anyone who would like to help.

"If you motivate students to accept responsibility for their own education, they
will learn more."
This is the opinion of Rock Thomas,
current Program Coordinator of Push/Excel, afederally funded student motivational
program which he implemented into the
Tacoma School District 14 years ago.
Push/Excel, active in all five District high
schools, six middle schools and 13 elementary schools, aims to support students
through total involvement from parents,
teachers, local businesses, organizations
and universities.
"If we get everyone supporting the students, learning will take place," said Thomas.
For .he past nine years, UPS students
have played an active role in Push/Excel's
aim of total involvement, by volunteering
as tutors. In fact, the Tacoma School District program is one of few Push/Excel
programs left in the nation. It is still strong
despite three years of budget cuts partly
because "UPS is supporting us," said Thomas.
Tutoring sessions are held afternoons on
Monday through Thursday and Saturday
mornings at various schools in the disthct
and also at Tacoma Community College.
These sessions, where kids get one on one
tutoring, target "high-risk students in the
urban areas," said Mark Baertschy, a UPS
student in his second year of tutoring for
Push/Excel.
The one-on-one treatment is a very important factor in successful tutoring and has
proved "to be very effective," said
Baertschy. In a school system where teachers are dealing with lots of students, oneon-one interaction is rare, and according to
Thomas, "if a student is behind, he will stay
behind unless there is some one-on-one
interaction."
Baertschy works mostly with 9th and
10th grade students and helps "kids who are
behind," aiding them in starting over and

"getting up to speed." Through his volunteering, Baertschy has seen that "if you can
get kids going regularly to the tutoring
sessions, their grades will improve."
Push/Excel advisors work at each district
school and inform the teachers, who are
then supposed to announce tutoring session
times to the students. Baertschy admits
there have been times when no one will
come to a session, which "is frustrating
when you know a school is full of struggling students."
All in all Push/Excel is "a great program
with lots ofpotential, " says Baertschy, and
"when the kids come it definitely works."
The UPS tutors do see "regular customers ,"
according to Baertschy, who are "struggling, but care about it."
Thomas hasreceived"very positive" feedback on the tutoring sessions from both
students and parents, citing kids who have
begun to come regularly to sessions and
call a UPS student "my tutor."
The program also has its rewards for
those involved as tutors, says Thomas, who
states that "the UPS students get as much
out of this as they give."
Baertschy expresses a similar view, saying he has increased his comprehension and
communication skills through the program
and that there is "no better method for
learning than to teach someone yourself."
Push/Excel is "very rewarding," says
Baertschy, and is "a must for anyone going
into education."
Both Thomas and Baertschy encourage
UPS students to become Push/Excel tutors,
since currently there are 11 people signed
up, compared to 36 last year at this time.
Tutoring at two, two hour sessions is the
normal time commitment, yet any help is
welcomed and interested students should
go to the Community Involvement and
Action Center in the SUB.
Math is the subject students most often
seek help in, yet tutors help in all other
subjects as well. Prospective tutors will not
receive any formal training in tutoring, because "if you know a subject, you can
tutor," says Thomas.
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Ig services to Tacoma community
since the funding has been cut Bright said
she and her car have become the shuttle bus
for UPS student volunteers.
Despite discouraging moments such as
this one, Bright is eager to cite the rewards
of being involved. For many students a
volunteerorintemshipposition means valuable experience. As an English major,Bright
is unsure of her future career. Her experience at the House, however, has led her to
consider the possibilities in the Peace Corps
and teaching.
Working with people from another counuy also provides a window to the world. For
students planning to study abroad this exposure would provide valuable insight to
the native culture and make the experience
abroad all the more meaningful. Bright
points out that working at the House is like
a course in comparative values because not
only is there exposure to other cultures, but
also to our own.
Bright offers the example that as Amencans we assume a high school diploma
represents a mastery of basic language and

math skills. However, many ofthe students
at the House are there to learn how to
balance their new checking account or to
raise theirreading skills from a fourth grade
to a high school level in order to take the
GED. Bright concluded that although the
United States will allow its citizens to pass
with sub-standard skills in education, it
requires foreigners to work twice as hard at
double the standards.
"The education system is not as good as
we think it is in America. . . the system
needs to be revamped," said Bright.
Working at the Tacoma Community
House is an easy, flexible way of getting
involved outside the UPS community and
into the greater Tacoma community. Volunteer positions run fora semesterata time,
and usually break down to four hours a
week or two two-hour sessions. Bright made
it clear that volunteer training is provided
and tutoring English is not the only available option. For more information contact
the Tacoma Community House and ask for
Shay Bright at 383-3951.
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Push/Excel volunteer Mark Baertschy tutors eleventh-grader Veronica Silva in physics.
Baertschy teaches at both Tacoma Community College and Foss High School two days a
week.
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Logger volleyball redeems poor performance and plays Central tough
But Puget Sound must play
Cenfral again today in
another battle of the
district's best

UBy Lisa Munson
Staff Writer

After losing in an ugly game to Central
Washington University three weeks ago in
regular league play, the Puget Sound volleyball team was extra fired up for Friday's
re-match in the first game of the University
of Puget Sound Invitational Tournament
and they dominated the Wildcats, 15-4,152, 15-12.
But then, in the remaining two games of
the tournament, the Loggers had trouble
returning to their successful play. The Loggers lost to Simon Fraser University, 7-15,
13-15, 15-2, 13-15,andwereforcedtoplay
Western Washington University five games
before winning, 15-9, 12-15, 15-11, 10-15,
15-5.
On Tuesday, the Loggers defeated Pacific Lutheran, in straight games.
Tonight, the Loggers will square off with

Central again. The match, which willpit the
district's top two teams against eachother,
will be held at 7 p.m. in the Memorial
Fieldhouse.
"We're getting a lot stronger," said Heidi
Moritz, a sophomore outside hitter. "I feel
we all have a lot more confidence in each
other.
"We're all really pumped for (today's)
game against Central. They are going to be
Out to get us. I think that (our confidence)
will really help us."
The victory over Central in the tournament should was a big emotional boost for
the Loggers and it should give them momentum into today's match.
In game one, of Friday's match against
Central, the game remained close only until
the score reached 3-3.
From there, Puget Sound used powerful
kills and great defense to hold the Wildcats
to only one more point in the game. The
Loggers won the game, 15-4.
The second game was more of the same as
the Wildcats continued to break down defensively and squander almost every offensive opportunity.
see VOLLEYBALL page 13

Women s swim team starts season
with a confidence build'ng meet
By Anne Harris
Layout Editor

m
cD

Nancy Volkel spikes a ball Friday against Central Washington. Thejunior middle blocker
helped the Loggers even their season series with the district-leading Wildcats.

Fall intramural championships
October 22-

Men's soccer finals

October 25-

Football finals
(two leagues)

After losing only one event, the women's
swim team dominated Oregon State University in Puget Sound's season-opening
meet, 161-38.
Oregon State, an NCAA Pac-lO school,
wononly one of eleven events.
"We're in good shape right now," said
Chris Myhre, the women's head coach.
"I'm really encouraged. We're way ahead
of where we were last year. The only thing
we need now is to fine tune our speed,
which won't be hard with more training."
The victory win was a great encouragement for the swimmers. But it was not
necessarily unexpected even though Oregon State is a large state school.
Freshman Michelle Parrish had a great
start to her year with three wins. She won

the 50-yard freestyle, the 100-breaststroke
and contributed to the Loggers win in the
400-free relay.
Anotherfreshman,Enn Halton, also dove
into the season with three wins. Halton won
the 100-free, 200-free and helped on the
winning 200-free relay.
ThePugetSound swimmers will compete
this Saturday against Washington State
University, another member of the Pac-lO
conference.
"They have a strong program, we just
hope we'll give them a good meet," Myhre
said.
Washington State is known as a better
swimming school than Oregon State, so the
Cougars will probably be more of a challenge for the Loggers.
On Sunday, the women will swim against
see SWIMMING page 12

It's hard to hang up the shoes for pro athletes, Magic proves it
(lBy Steve Zaro
Staff Writer

In the field of professional basketball few names are
more recognizable than Magic Johnson. His extraordinary play in the National Baskethall Association has
given him incredible fame and fortune and inspired
players and would-be-players to new levels of ability.
But, last year, a month into the season, Johnson made
the national news for another reason. He revealed that he
had contracted the HTV virus that can cause AIDS.
The nation was shocked by the announcement because
few of them knew that Johnson had been quite active off
the court as well as on. He had slept with hundreds of
women and quite possibly without protection.
Next, Johnson announced that at the end of the season
he would retire and his last basketball games would be
played as a member of the United States Olympic team
in Spain. Doctors had told him that it was in his best
interests to stop the rigorous schedule he had to keep
while playing in the NBA.
The end of the year came and Johnson's team, the Los
Angeles Lakers, used the opportunity to highlight
Johnson's career with the Lakers and give appropriate
thanks for all that he had given the team and the fans. On
the final night, as they retired his number, Johnson
personally received a long standing ovation from the
crowd and a sixty-foot sailboat from the organization.
He would retire a hero and remain one, not only in the

shadow of professional basketball, but also in his
attempts to enlighten people on the risks of AIDS as a
member of a presidential commission on the subject. His
career as a basketball player was over and his new life
was starting.
First, though, he would play on the Olympic team.
This is where the problem began.
America's performance in the Olympics was, as
expected—dominating. Johnson, as captain of the team,
was often seen in television coverage saying how
exciting it was to be part of the team and despite how it
looked, the team could not let down its guard until the
last game was played. Johnson led the squad with his
defensive play and pinpoint passing. He was playing as
good as he ever had. But that's not the problem.
After the Olympics were over it became obvious that
Johnson was not ready to stop playing basketball. His
success had re-fueled his passion to play. Only about a
month after the Olympics he announcedhe would return
to the NBA to play for the Lakers.
But, didn't he just retire?
This is the problem. What is it about professional
athletes that when they retire or quit they always seem to
come back. Johnson is not the only one. He just brought
the point home.
From Sugar Ray Leonard to Terry Bradshaw, athletes
who have stepped away from their game, for whatever
reason, keep coming back. It can be for the money, but

more often than not, because most successful athletes are
very rich, it seems to be an attempt to regain lost youth.
It is a loss for a sport when one of its greatest players
leaves, but when they come back after leaving it makes
things worse. The crisis ofrealizing that you are at the
end of something is difficult, but why does the public
have to suffer through the endless comebacks of athletes
reaching for something they gave up.
The dilemma can be seen in the current struggle Joe
Montana, former starting quarterback for the San
Francisco 49er's, is going through. Montana is not
willing to retire even though it is doubtful that there is
anything left in his shoulder that would allow him to pass
at the ability necessary to compete at professional
football levels.
His unwillingness to step away with dignity and class
and be remembered as one of, if not the best, quarterback
in NFL history is embarrassing not only to him but to his
fans who might end up remembering him as the quarterback who didn't know when to stop.
Why can't these athletes stick to their words? If they
are still able to play, why retire? If they retire, for
whatever reason, they have made a decision and should
stick to it. The pomp and ciiturnstance made about these
athletes and the over-coverage it gets in the sports news
is ridiculous. The media thinks it makes good news—the
struggle of a comeback— but if you retire it is not called
a comeback, but a retreat, from the fears of getting old.
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Women's soccer
season should
close with wins
Steven Snyder
Staff Writer

Last weekend, the Logger women's soccer team traveled south to Oregon to play
Willamette and Portland State University.
The women played to a scoreless tie with
Willamette even though they were more
dominant in the shots on goal category.
They out shot Willamette, 22-7.
Then at Portland State, the women disposed of the home team, 2-0.
Tiffany Ross, a senior forward, scored her
fifth and sixth goals in Portland. She was
assisted by Amanda Olney, who upped her
team leading total to five. Julie Meier, a
sophomore forward, got her first assist of
the season.
The defense has been very strong of late.
Not only did it limit Willamette to seven
' shots, goalkeeper Liz Judkins has padded
her goals against average. After the Portland State game, she had an excellent 1.71
The Pu get Sound offense had trouble containing the Western Washington defense. The Loggers' quarterback, Jason Olson, spent the
goals against average, which is fourth in the
afternoon under pressure. He completed 11-of-28 passes for only 88 yards and he was intercepted 3 times.
district.
"Liz has been playing really well for us,"
said head coach Colin Stewart.

High scoring Puget Sound offense shutoOt, 28-0 1
by strong Western Washington defensive unit

Foster for a 33-yard gain.
i1le only longer offensive gain for the
Sports Editor
Loggerswasa3l-yardrunbyGaryMcCurty
in the first quarIt was nota very excitter. McCurty
ing game.
led the rushing
Not very exciting at
attack with 83
all.
yardson 19 carThe Loggers, who
ries.
were third in the ColumFor the game,
bia Football Association
the
Loggers
in scoring offense begained
251
fore last week, were held
yards and the
scoreless by Western
Vikings gained
Washington University,
474. Western
28-0.
further domiThe fans, who had
natedin the first
come to Baker Field and
down category,
expected excitement
where they
from the power-packed
3.
earned 21 to
Puget Sound offense,
.
Puget
Sound's
were left disappointed
13.
because all of the offen"They won
sive fire-power was in
the game in all
Justin Johnson, a sophomore defensive back. intercepts a pass Saturday.
hases,
backfield.
Hjelseth said.
"Western Washington
The Puget Sound offensive line had an
In the third quarter, Brunaugh scored from
University did a great job recruiting over
especially
hard time slowing the Vildngs'
18-yards
out.
After
a
two-point
conversion,
the past two years," said head coach Ross
defense.
Western
had only one sack, but
Western
led
18-0.
Hjelseth.
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The Western Washington defense, which
e rw I PALL puge IL
the game, Brunaugh fmished the scoring
was third in the CFA in total defense, alwith a 43-yard touchdown run.
lowed the Loggers only 251 yards and no
"It was just a total team effort," said wide
points.
receiver Aaron Foster. "They are a good
Before this game, the Loggers had scored
team."
159 points in five games and averaged 31.8
Foster, a junior, led the Loggers with six
points a game. They were third behind
receptions
for 58 yards. Eight other players
Pacific Lutheran and Southern Oregon.
caught
passes
but the Loggers passing game
Western, which was 11th in the CFA in
was
not
very
powerful.
scoring offense, relied on Jon Brunaugh,
Jason Olson started at quarterback and
the Association's leading rusher. Brunaugh
went
11 -for-27, but he was intereepted three
gained 169 on 29 carries and scored all
times and gained only 88 yards through the
three of the Vikings' touchdowns.
air. Chris Schlecht, who came into the game
"He's done (well) against every team,"
in the fourth quarter, went 5-for-10 for 47
Hjelseth said. "What he got today is pretty
yards.
typical. He's running behind a pretty big
The most successful pass play, however,
offensive line. They made some big holes."
was made by Matt Guyette in the third
Brunaugh scored the first touchdown with
quarter. Guyette, a receiver, dropped into
only 1:37 ticked off the clock in the first
the backfield and caught a backwards pass
quarter. His 12-yard run capped a four play
from
Olson. But after his catch slowed the
drive that was highlighted by a 41-yard
Viking
defensive backfield, Guyette
pass play that was even further advanced by
squared
up for a pass of his own and hit
a face mask penalty against Puget Sound.

EiBy Bruno Zalubil

Westemfieldgoalkicker,DanClemensen,
added field goals from 43 and 23 yards to
put the Vikings on top 13-0 at halftime.
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minate our games7
With the weekend's results, the Loggers
are 6-6-2.
That record is deceptive, however. The
Loggers always seem to step up their level
of play for big games. They beat Seattle
University andGeorgeFox while both teams
were nationally ranked in the NAIA poll.
Against all NAIA teams, Puget Sound is
5-1-1.
Also, all indications point towards a repeat of last season's successful finish. Last
fall, theLoggers won their final four games.
"We're definitely playing with more confidence now, Stewart said. "We're beginning to dominate our games."
The Loggers played their fifteenth and
fmal road game at Western Washington
Wednesday, but the scores were unavailable at press time.
Earlier in the season, though, the Loggers
shut out the Vikings, 1-0, at the Evergreen
tournament.
The women will finish their season with
their only two home games. Saturday the
Loggers host Simon Fraser at 11 a.m. in
Baker Stadium.
The final game of the season is Sunday at
3 p.m. against Oregon State University.

JBy Marty Pujolar
Staff Writer

Rodney Emmons was named this
week's Flakey Jake's Football Player
oftheWeekfor his performance against
Western Washington University.
Emmons, ajunior linebacker, led the
' Logger defense with several big plays.
. He was second on the team with seven
tackles of the diy. Two of his tackles
accounted for losses.
His play helped spark the Logger de1 fense when it needed it.
"Rodney has coniributed to this program for three years now, and he just
continues to work hard and get better,"
head football coach Ross Hjelseth said.
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Men's soccer finds that scoring feeling,
scores two late goals to beat Geoducks
L]By Jeff Schaus
Staff Writer

ThePugetSound men's soccerteam managed to split two road games this past week,
moving their record to 7-8 on the season.
The Loggers dropped a 2-0 decision to
Portland State Sunday and came back
to defeat Evergreen
State College, 2-1,
Wednesday.
With ten minutes
left in Wednesday 'S
game versus the
geod'cks, a victory
seemed unlikely.
The men found
themselves trailing

:()1;d their
merous scoring opportunities had all failed.
Then it happened. The scoring touch that
had eluded the Loggers for more than 260
minutes, a span covering the last three
games, was reborn.
Michael Chaffee, a sophomore attacker,
took a loose ball in front of Evergreen's net
and made no mistake in slotting the ball
past a sprawled-out keeper. Nate Simpson,
a senior defender, had initially crossed the
ball for Mark Berry.
The Evergreen goalkeeper came off the
goal line to snatch the ball, but Berry's
airborne challenge forced the ball to be
jarred loose for Chaffee to boot into the

SWIMMING from page 10
Whitworth University in Spokane.
Whitworth is less of a challenge for Puget
Sound and Myhre is more confident about
the final meet on the team's road trip through
eastern Washington.
"Whitworth will give the swimmers who
haven't swam yet this season a chance to
compete," Myhre said.

goal.
Suddenly, the Loggers persistent attack
had a result, and new life was breathed into
the players.
Just four minutes later, sophomore
midfielder Jason McGibbon took advantage of another Evergreen keeper mistake
to score the winning
goal.
McGibbon began
his attack 35 yards
from the goal.
When he was 20
yards out, he noticed the keeper was
badly out of position and directed the
ball to the far side
of the net for th e
winning score.
"We played pretty well," Chaffee said.
"The field was wet and sloppy but it was
still a fast moving game and we passed the
ball well."
Sunday's results were notas favorable for
Puget Sound in Portland. The Loggers gave
up two early goals to Portland State and
never recovered, losing, 2-0.

UPS-PLU game
tickets available
(Jon Wolfer
Staff Writer

Tickets for the annual Puget Sound-Pa
cific Lutheran foothall clash will go on sale
on Monday at the Information Center in the
Student Union Building.
Tickets for the game, which will take
place on Saturday, November 7 at 7p.m. in
the Tacoma Dome, are $6 for reserved
seating for students, faculty, and staff, with
identification; $10 for adults; and $8 for
general admission on the game
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Western Washington runningback (no. 26, with ball) proved why he is the Colwnbia
FoothallAssociation leading rusher. Thefreshinanearnedi 79yardcandthree touchdowns.

Lxary ivicurty

maneuvers in me open jiema jar some oj ms oi

FOOTBAll from page 11
Olson was pressured on every passing play.
The Loggers did attempt two field goals
during the game, but Ian Wells missed both
of them. The first attempt was from 35
yards in the first quarter. The second, a 43yard attempt, was blocked in the second
quarter mainly because the placement was
only five yards behing the line of scrimmage.
For the season, Wells, who was converted
l
from a soccer player, has made only two of
six field goal attempts. Both of those have
yaras againsi me vixings.
been from the 30- to the 39-yard range.

James Ward led the defense with nine
tackles, including six solo tackles. Rodney
Emmons and Justin Johnson both had seven
tackles. Johnson has six solo tackles.
Emmons, who was a spirited and vocal
leader for the defensive unit had three solo
tackles including two for losses.
The defense also picked off three passes.
Mark Acohido, Johnson and Rob bag all
intercepted passes.
Phil Smith had a quarterback sack for a
loss of nine yards.
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Volleyball from page 10

Puget Sound continued tobe rock solid on
defense and showed no mercy as senior
setter Kendra Matthews set up several kills
for Heidi Moritz and Nancy Volkel, who
both sailed the ball past their opponents.
The slaughter ended with a Puget Sound on
top, 15-2.
Finally, in game three, Central attempted
to pull themselves together foracomeback.
The game was close—at one point the score
was 12-11—but the Loggers rallied and
beat the Wildcats 15-12 and scored a quick
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three-game sweep.
So what was the problem in the last match
against Central?
"We were just too psyched up last time
we played them," said Volkel, a junior and
the team's veteran offensive killer.
Apparently, the team calmed down and
found their game. Robert Kim, the Puget
Sound coach, accounted some of the winfling effort to a change in the line-up, great
defense and well executed transitions.
According to Matthews, a senior co-captain, the team hasn't peaked yet. She also
said that the team looks to Melissa Goeliner,
the other senior co-captain, to lead by example.
Simon Fraser, which entered the tournament as the weakest team, ended up going
undefeated and taking first place.
Last Thursday, the Loggers beat Simon

UCI&L,J , ULrL_.tqflL*&fllkt.1flA (a

ball against Central Washington. She leads
the team with 687 assists this season.

Fraser in the Memorial Fieldhouse in a
district match, 15-9,6-15, 15-2, 15-6. Two
weeks ago, the Loggers also defeated Western in Bellingham.
Yet even with the recent tough matches,
Puget Sound has proven to be an effective
team this season. They are ranked by the
NAJA as the no.20 in the nation, despite the
loss of Leslie Ota, an All-American setter,
from last season's team.
Kim attributes some of that success to the
team's youth.
"This is the strongest group of freshman
tocometoUPS," hesaid. "Timeisonour
side."
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Editorial Policy
The Trait is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students,
the University, of its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the opinion
of the majority of the core staff. Guest opinions are printed on the discretion of the Opinions
Editor. The Trail reserves the right not to print letters over three umdred words, and to edit
any letters printed. All letters must have a signature and a phone nwnber and are due
Tuesday at 5p.m. Anonymous letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor.
Letters and other correspondence may be addressed to: The TraIl, University of Puget Sowu4
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma WA 98416.

Letters to the Editor
Phibbs hoax?
Dear Editor.
I was visiting Anderson/Langdon Hall
last week, and I decided to disprove once
and for all the biggest myth that our institution believes as fact. I chose a random
sampling of freshman in the hail and I asked
them, "Have you ever seen Phil Phibbs?"
The answer was a resounding no! I then

It takes a bigot to believe
another bigot.
walked over to Jones Hall wheit there were
pictures of all our past Presidents. The
conclusive proof that I needed was there.
There was no picture of Phil Phibbs anywhere on the wails! It became absolutely
clear to me that the reason no one had heard
ofPhil Phibbs and that no picture ofhis was
up on the wall was because he did not exist.
I then went to all the departments on campus and asked to look at a student's papers
and exams from last year. There was not a
single mention ofany characternamed Phil
Phibbs! Next I called up Dick Ulrich in the
Athletics department and asked him if Phil
Phibbs had everrefuseda million dollar gift
to the University because he was opposed
to the sports program. Dick Ulrich said that
the story was an absolute he and that such
a rumor had been in existence for a long
time. What more proof do you need that
Phil Phibbs never existed? I looked in the
Tacoma telephone directory and sure
enough there actually was someone called
Phil Phibbs. I called him up and asked him
ifhe had everbeen a college president. The
poor chap was so far gone, he said he had
not only been the UPS President for twenty
years, but that he had also been President of
Wellesley before that. He also claimed that
Hillary Clinton was a student of his. Can
you believe the gall of the man? Poor Phil
Phibbs was a propaganda tool used by the
University officials for the past two decades to justify their liberal agenda and to
deflect criticism of the University's unpopular measures to this fictitious person.
The University had even convinced this
one person that his name was Phil Phibbs,
in order to cover their tracks. You see,
Susan Parr and some Trustees have been
involved in this conspiracy for twenty years
to take control of the University's endow-

ment from an unsuspecting campus cornmunity. We must all work towards thwarting this devious plan.
Sincerely.
My 0. Na
P.S. This is a reply to last week's "Holocaust Hoax" letter, which is an insult to
every sane person. The above letter is obviously in a more humorous tone, although its
message is basically the same. It takes a
bigot to believe another bigot, and it takes
an idiot to believe all that is written. I
wonder how many people on this campus
believe Mr. Clemmer. My apologies to Phil
Phibbs, who is a very real and wonderful
person and to Susan Parr and the Board of
Trustees, in whose capable hands the value
of my diploma will no doubt flourish.
Ravi Mantha

Clemmer can't look beyond cultural or racial
identity
To the editor:
This is in response to Gregg Clernmer's
letter to the Trail (October 15) concerning
the holocaustbeing a hoax and the over-all
conspiracy ofthe Jewish population to rule
the world. I would first like to commend
the Trail for printing this outrageous letter
because many people can not imagine that
ignorance is still around in such extreme
forms. As a Jewish student, I feel hurt that
peoplecan think ofmy religion in this way,
but more importantly that this person can
look no further than a person's cultural or
racial identity. However you do have one
point correct, Mr. Clemmer. Minorities are
in a conspiracy. . . mainly to educate baboons such as yourself. One doesn't even
need to ask Mr. Clemmer what his thoughts
are about African-Americans, homosexuals, Native Americans, women and other
exploited minorities because it is obvious
from this letter what type of intelligence
level we are dealing with. I do not feel
hatred towards you, but merely have pity
for you and anyone you are working or
living with that is subject to your nonsense.
I find it quite ironic that the name of the
town you live in is a synonym for a word
meaning "nothing to do."
Sincerely,
Jay Gumbiner

The Ross Perot campaign.
Americans should take his presidential bid as seriously
as his jokes
IJBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer
I fmd it amazing that anyone would covet thejob ofbeing president of the United States.
Any job that is surrounded by incredible amounts of criticism and negative press would
seem to me to be quite unattractive. Not only does the job itself have awful qualities to it,
but the process in becoming president might even be nastier than thejob itself. Maybe this
is why the smartest and most qualified people never run for president. Both George Bush
and Bill Clinton can tell you that being a presidential candidate has not been the most
pleasant experience oftheir lives. Being torn apart and opened at the seams by the national
media is an everyday occurrence. However, this nasty media hounding does provide a
useful service for the American voters by showing the other side to candidates rather than
the side you see at conventions and on television ads. This gives the voters more
information on which to base their decision. No matter how brutal this process may seem
it is quite necessary, and with respect to treatment of all the candidates, fair.
It is for this reason that I resent the candidacy of Ross Perot. While Bill Clinton and
George Bush were running the media gauntlet and fending offeach other's attacks

Ross Perot comes across as an arrogant tycoon when he
refuses to subject himself to the media.
the past four months, Ross Perot hid himself and his ego away from the media and the
American voters. In early July when the Republicans started applying the heat to Perot and
making charges that he investigated George Bush's sons, Mr. Pemt decided that this was
too much of an inconvenience for him and, to the dismay of his supporters, quit the
campaign. I fmd it almost impossible to believe that anyone actually thinks that Ross Perot
never pre-planned his October surprise. Why else would he continue to fund his own
campaign and keep people employed on his campaign staff if he never planned to reenter
the race. Another Perot falsehood is that he is merely a servant to his supporters. If Perot
was truly their servant, why did he exit the presidential race against their will? He wasn't
really serving their wishes now was he? He was simply serving his own ego from being
inconvenienced for four months. Ross Perot obviously thinks that his vast amount of
personal wealth excludes him from the usual tests given to presidential candidates.
Ross Perot comes across as an arrogant tycoon when he refuses to subject himself to the
media and thinks that he is not obliged to explain himself or his positions on issues to the
voters. Instead, He appears on LaiTy King Live once or twice a week and receives an hour
of positive airtime devoid of any questions that might put him on the spot. A couple of
weeks ago while Mr. Perot was on Larry King Live Mike Wallace of 60 Minutes called in
and asked him if he appeared with Larry King rather than on 60 Minutes because of the
"softies" Larry threw at him. Most of the shows Ross Perot has appeared on have been
shows such as The Today Show, Good Morning America, and Larry King Live; obviously
notthe type ofshows whereone finds poignantpolitical discussion. IfMr. Perottruly wants
to become president he should be forced to answer questions about his stance on important
issues. He should be given the same media scrutiny thatboth Bill Clinton and George Bush
are subjected to.
Even though it is unlikely that Ross Perot will be the next president (he lingers between
8 to 14 percent in thepolls), I find it a shame that he will have come closerto gaining control
of the White House than other politicians who have dedicated their lives to public service
but remain unknown due to lack of funds. There are at least six other parties besides the
Republicansand the Democrats. Each oneofthem has apresidential candidate ,but because
they lack a billion dollars and a friendship with Larry King you will never hear of them.
I have no pmblem with anyone desiring to become president. It is an admirable and
difficult quest. I do, however, feel that a presidential candidate should expose himself to
the American people so they can honestly know where he stands and what he stands for.
Until Mr. Perot decides to answer questions directly with specifics on what he plans to do
and not with homespun jokes the voters of America should take his presidential bid as
seriously as his jokes.

Rob Gets a Response!
Dear Editor,
This is aresponse commending the article
in your October 8th edition of The Trail. I
would like to thank Rob Woodford for
enlightening the student body about the
"unnatural attachment to form." By the
disposal of the "unnatural attachment to
form" readers and writers become free tobe
masters of their own ideas.
The lack of form still allows for the exchange of ideas, case in point: Rob
Woodford's article. "I maintain that dependence on 10-cent words and myopic adherence to form betrays an anally retentive
streak in educators who live and die by it."
"It" being a pronoun which describes the
previous noun. That previous noun being
"anally retentive streak," thus, we all know
that educators live and die by their anally
retentive streak. Even though he uses really
big words, anyone can see that what he
really means to say is that UPS is noticing
a growing epidemic of constipated professors. In fact, I've been told by a reliable

source that Preparation H sales have skyrocketed at the book store.
I highly encourage this way of communicating ideas. Think of the possibilities of
interpretation that avail themselves by not
having to cross "t's " or dot "i's." For example, the words "tonic" and "ionic." These
two words could easily take on a variety of
meanings. This vagueness allows for the
subjectivity of the reader to interpret for
himself what the author is trying to say. A
creative writing major might, for example,
make chemistry much more accesible to
himselfsimplyby noting the solution which
results when dissolving Cl into water which
everyone knows to be the formula that
makes Schweppes Tonic Water.
My main point of contention about acedemic formality is summed up by the following statement: Ifwe, as educators, relax
a little on our fantastic attachments to form,
you, as students, will have more time for
more important activities which contribute
to your $64,000 college career. Party on
UPS!
Professor Martinus Scriblerus
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Talkin''bout my generation (again)@, views of a twenty-something
UBy John Tocher
A&E Editor

Recently I heard that Bono, yes, Bono, lead singer of U2, dubbed our generation the
'Blank Generation.' Frankly, I'm not surprised not very many people listened to him.
Besides the fact that he doesn't even belong to our generation, I think it reflects a lack of
both accuracy and creativity. Previous titles for the young have tried to reflect the feeling
and character of the times. I think we can do better than to slap the title 'non-descript' on
ourselves. Something is bound to happen soon, and it's almost time, as Tom Robbins put
it, for the other shoe to drop.
In the 1920's, the East Coast was riddled with unemployed rich kids whose aim was to
getdrunk,be superficial and try to forget the warthey had lost their adolescence to. Creative
geniuses, such as Hemingway and TS. Eliot, expatriated to Europe, leaving the Great
American Hangoverbehind. F. ScottFitzgerald, who had a love-hate relationship with the
upper-crust he wrote about, coined them as the Lost Generation.
In the '50's, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, William Burroughs and Neal Cassady
created a wandering band of avant-garde poets and writers Irying to escape the BeaverCleaver-or-else mentality via drugs, jazz, and road trips. Kerouac's ever-searching On the
Road became the bible for the thousands of angst-filled college students Kerouac called the
Beat Generation, later to be dubbed pejoratively as 'Beatniks.'
In the late '60's, the "baby boomers" dodged both barbers and the draft in the name of
peace to become the hippies. They adopted Dylan, Leary, Kesey, Lennon and Garcia as
their gurus or sufficed with whoever else had the most hallucinogens. Being groovy and
practicing free love climaxed in the summer of '69 with Woodstock. Such vivid images.
So who are we?
The young of today are, like it or not, the sons and daughters of the baby-boomers. Some
of us, technically no, but we've been brought up in the maturational shadow of made-forboomers TV and cinema like thi rtysomething, the Big Chill, and retrospective shows like
the Wonder Years. (Does anybody remember Our Time from the mid-80's, hosted by
Valerie Bertinelli, I believe?) Rather than being handed the unity, excitement, and the new
frontiers offered to the baby-boomers, we're granted the distinction of being the first
generation that's expected to do worse financially than our parents.
Growing up in the '80's, it seemed that every time we reached for some identity,

someone, usually the Boomers, stepped in and said, 'Oh, we did that already.'
"Hey, dad, I smoked potand dropped acid during the five-day Gulfwar," we say. "That's
nice son. 'Course I did morphine in 'Nam." "Uncle Neal, I went on a three-week road trip."
"That's a good start, kiddo. Lemme know when you've panhandled gas money for six
months on the road like I did with Kesey." "Mom, I going to Lollapalooza! " "Good for
you. Won't be Woodstock, though."
What the fuck! Can't we do anything that hasn't been done before? We grew up with
rented movies, syndicated reruns, pop singers who climb the charts with remakes, and the
only novelist we have to show for it is Stephen King.
It's all been done before. We can't get any higher than Hendiix did. We can't go any
'FURTHUR' than Kesey did. We defmitely can't get any freer than the hippies did. The
only thing we can do is re-hash, literally and metaphorically.
So, my esteemed peers, it is with great dismay and appropriate generational angst that I
dub us the Rerun Generation. Joseph Campbell said that mythology, our link to the past,
the beliefs of our predecessors, is missing from modem life. I believe instead that our
cultural myths are reruns harking back to an earlier time: rented movies, classic rock&roll,
and, ofcourse, syndicated television. Who out there doesn'tinstantly recognize names like
Gilligan, Marsha Brady, Samantha and Darren, June and Ward, or Pebbles and Bambam?
Who isn't painfully familiar with songs by the Who, the Monkees, or the Doors? They're
all groups who have made stacks ofcash in the past five years with songs written decades
ago. Movie soundtracks also provide us with a cultural identity: music from theBig Chill,
StandBy Me, Dirty Dancing, and the Convnitments all tie us to an age from long ago that
has been presented as far more interesting than our own. Sounds like mythology to me.
What needs to happen now is that we get some writers into print that can summarize the
feelings of our age group. What it was like for us, the Rerun generation, as children to grow
up with a remote control and an MTV attention span, inheriting somebody else's culture,
and watching the communist walls come tumbling down and not really notice. I'm even
willing to hazard a guess that our writers will hail from the Seattle area, the same place the
new movies are filmed and the new music has fmally emerged from. It may sound a little
geocentric, but I guarantee that people will go where the art leads them: the East Coast,
the Haight-Ashbury district, Yasgur's farm, Seattle. Perhaps Portland. The important
thing is for it to happen. It would be nice to fmd a little identity of our own, even if it's
defined by having been weaned on somebody else's.

Higher" education isn't as essential as professors want to believe
iJRob Woodford
Guest Columnist

This week, I'm sure to offend a few educators on campus. I apologize ahead of
time. I promise that the following opinion
is truly intended to provoke honest dialogue, not pick on some of my past and
present professors.
This week's subject: What is the real
meaning of the phrase "higher education?"
Itcould be areference toeducation higher
than high school. It could be a reference to
a more well-roundededucation. Orit could
be a veiled class system founded by educators with extraordinary interest levels in
specific subject areas - subject areas they
endorse with their own artificial seal of
approval. Which of these do you think I'll argue?
A few weeks ago, my wife and I were
discussing which particular aspects of education are of essential importance to all
people. The short list we developed was: 1)
medicine, 2) reading, 3) writing, 4) probably science of some soil. We were indistinct on number four because neither one of
us likes science and we therefore do not
know which fields of science are essential.
I will not be dishonest about our personal
deficiencies in this area.
At this point, it is probably important to

flesh out my use of the terms "essential"
and "interesting."
I find good health essential. I find an
ability to communicate essential. I find
literature very interesting. I find history
interesting. I find physics uninteresting.
I like Thomas Hardy and Kurt Vonnegut,
so I read their books. I like world history,
so I read about it. I like hockey cards, so I
collect them. To me, there really isn't a
qualitative difference. They all have importance to me. I wouldn't try to convince
everyone that collecting hockey cards is
essential. And to classify a hockey card
collection as "non-educational" is an attempt to diminish its importance.
Educators will argue that my limiting
essential subjects to reading, writing and
medicine is crazy miniinalism. My answer
is: Did human beings have to travel to the
moon? Do we have to know how the solar
system was formed? Do we have to under-

stand psychology? Do we have to know
who Buddha was? My point is that these
seemingly essential educational endeavors
are, in all honesty, glorified hobbies. And
people who develop a deep interest in spacific subject areas are not "professors";
they are dedicated hobbyists.
The frustrating part of this is that some
professors are myopic; they believe that
knowledge of their particular hobby is essential and demand that students genuflect
accordingly. Paradoxically, these singleminded educators kill student interest by
making subject matter seem more complex
and essential than it truly is. Educators do
this to prove to themselves that their favorite subject is essential.
About the educator's addiction, I pose
this question: with available information
about the world doubling every five years,
how can any member of the educational
community possibly determine that his or

her discipline is as essential or more essential than any other?
Schools of higher education would say
thatthis question is answered by the fantasy
world of the core curriculum. I will argue
against that at a later date. The point I'm
making now is that theeducational community is sucking the life out of knowledge.
Modem education is not a pursuit of interestas much apursuitof vocational opportunity. The question should be asked: if
Boeing wants a good engineer, would it be
better served hiring someone who has
learned to love engineering, or someone
who has learned that a college trained engineer can earn $40,000 a year? And those
who think I'm too cynical should peruse a
college catalog and count the number of
educationally approved courses that are
vocationally oriented.
There is a difference in approach when a
student learns a subject as an interest (as a
hobby, for instance) rather than as an essential or vocational skill. I hate Marx as much
as anyone possibly can, but the cash nexus
is alive and well in the the hallowed halls of
education.
So, my argument - give or take a few
transgressions - is two-fold 1) professors
are glorified hobbyists, and 2) they would
better serve their areas of interest if they
didn't teach them as essential life skills.
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Inwith the NEWS...
Compiled & Assembled by Chris DeGraaf, ASUPS Director of Public Relations

ASUPS Begins Search for Fall Committee Members
It's committee sign-ups time once
again, and ASUPS has many ways for
you to become more involved in your
student government. Listed below
are the committees to which new
members are appointed each fall, along
with the number of appointments that
are available, the day on which the
interviews are scheduled to be held,
and the duties each committee entails.

Awards Committee
• 2 Fall Appointments.
• Interviews on Monday, October
26th.
• Powers and responsibilities are to
select recipients or nominees for the
various ASUPS awards.
Elections Committee
• 5 Fall Appointments.
• Interviews on Tuesday, October
27th.
• Powers and responsibilities include organizing and coordinating all
student elections, including submitting written election guidelines to
student senate, enforcementof all campaigning rules, promotion of elections, and organizing committee signups in the spring of each year.
Finance Committee
• 4 Fall Appointments.
• Interviews on Tuesday, October
27th.
• Powers and responsibilities include formulating guidelines for the
distribution of ASUPS contingency
funds in accordance with the financial
code and establish general control over
these funds and their use.
Food & Safety Committee
• 4 Fall Appointments.
• Interviews on Wednesday, October 28th.
• Objective of the committee is to
serve as a forum for discussing and
encouraging provision of the best food
service possible, while recognizing
the limitations of labor, costs, and
physical facilities. In addition, concerns about safety on campus will be
addressed.

Governance
• 5 Fall Appointments.
• Interviews on Wednesday, October28th.
• This committee must be alert to
any breeches or inconsistencies of
the ASUPS Constitution, By-Laws,
or any other official documents and
report such incidences to the Student
Senate, along with recommendations
for their correction.

Zach Speaks Out
How much sould tuition increase?
Should more money be put into the
library? These are just a couple of
the questions that the University
Budget Task Force will be dealing
with over the next few months.
You have a voice. Zach Goldberg,
AS UPS President, will be making a
budget proposal on October 30th. If
you have any requests for changes in
financial aid, the weightroom, the
computer labs, or anything else that
will cost money to change, please
contact Zach at x3273, or discuss
your ideas with your ASUPS Senators.
You are also encouraged to write
letters directly to the Budget Task
Force, care of Ray Bell, University
Financial Vice-President, or to Dr.
Parr. You have a vote, use it!
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Popular Entertainment
Just another reminder that Friday,
October 23rd is the "Rock fle GREEN
Vote" concert. KNDD-FM 107.7
"THE END" will be there, along
with SadHappy, the Hungry Crocs,
and the Chubby Children.
Also, scheduled to open for these
bands is the university's very own
group, THE UNDECIDED.
Ticket prices are $5.00 for U.P.S.
students with I.D. and $10.00 general
Student Concerns Committee
admission, so plan now to attend this
• 6 Fall Appointments.
showcase of musical talent and help
• Interviews on Thursday, October
show your support for two very worth29th.
while causes: the environment and
• Responsibilities include gatheryour legal right to vote.
ing student input on student concerns
Also sponsored by Popular Enteras designated by the Student Senate,
tainment, and the Hui-o-Hawaii Club,
organizing events and programs, and
is one of Hawaii's premier songwriters
submitting results to Senate as an aid
and creative genius, Brother Noland.
to effective policy making.
He will be performing his "world
Oops
If you are interested in any of these In a previous issue of "In with the beat music" for audiences in the Ropositions, but are unable to attend on NEWS," the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual tunda on Wednesday, October 28th at
the scheduled interview dates, not to Awareness Group (LGBAG) was 8:00 p.m. Admission is $5.00 for
worry, there are Open Interview ses- mistakenly identified as a new name students with ASUPS I.D., $10.00
sions on both Thursday, October 29th for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Union without.
Lectures
and Friday, October 30th.
(LGBU). These, in fact, are two
Thursday night, October 22nd, at
If you have further questions re- seperate organizations; LGBU is a 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel, Danny
garding the committee selection pro- student-run group, while LGBAG is Sugerman speaks about his expericess, or you wish to sign up for one of sponsored by the Counseling Cen- ences with the sixties rock band
the committee positions now avail- ter. While both serve similar pur able, stop by the ASUPS Office in poses, they are not the same. We
THEU®®fl
SUB #210.
apologize for the error.
and the subsequent life he lead as a

AN ENVIRONMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL:

FOR LOVE OF A PLANET

Earth Activists to Hold Film Festival
The increasing urgency of the global environmental crisis has inspired
many film makers to focus their energies on education. Through an
Environmental Film Festival, the Tacoma Community has an opportunity
to view some of these films. This weekend, October 23-25, a select number
of films will be presented at the University of Puget Sound in the Student
Union Building. Admission is open to all and FREE of charge. In addition
to the films, speakers and musical entertainment addressing environmental
issues will be hosted at the Festival.
The film selection will cover a broad range of interests to reach a wide
audience. Earth Activists hope you wil join them.
(Paid Advertisement)

result of his "glamorous descent into
rock and roll excess." Admission is
free to U.P.S. students with ASUPS
I.D.
College Bowl
Sign-ups end Friday, October 23rd
at 5:00 p.m. Hurry and get your
group signed up now in order to guarantee that yours will be one of the
sixteen U.P.S. teams competing in
this exciting trivia tournament. Teams
can be registered at the Info Center.
Campus Films

11 flIi I ITI
Showtimes:
Fri. 7:00& 9:30
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30

libE
ffis

Admission:
$1.00 with
student I.D.
$2.00 w/o.

